LEGAL DISCLAIMER
PLEASE READ THE ENTIRETY OF THIS "LEGAL DISCLAIMER" SECTION CAREFULLY.
NOTHING HEREIN CONSTITUTES LEGAL, FINANCIAL, BUSINESS OR TAX ADVICE AND YOU
SHOULD CONSULT YOUR OWN LEGAL, FINANCIAL, TAX OR OTHER PROFESSIONAL
ADVISOR(S) BEFORE ENGAGING IN ANY ACTIVITY IN CONNECTION HEREWITH. NEITHER
BUDDY DAO FINANCE FOUNDATION (THE COMPANY), ANY OF THE PROJECT TEAM
MEMBERS (THE BUDDY DAO TEAM) WHO HAVE WORKED ON BUDDY DAO PROTOCOL
(AS DEFINED HEREIN) OR PROJECT TO DEVELOP BUDDY DAO PROTOCOL IN ANY WAY
WHATSOEVER, ANY DISTRIBUTOR/VENDOR OF BDY TOKENS (THE DISTRIBUTOR), NOR
ANY SERVICE PROVIDER SHALL BE LIABLE FOR ANY KIND OF DIRECT OR INDIRECT
DAMAGE OR LOSS WHATSOEVER WHICH YOU MAY SUFFER IN CONNECTION WITH
ACCESSING THIS WHITEPAPER, THE WEBSITE AT HTTPS://BUDDY DAO.IO/ (THE
WEBSITE) OR ANY OTHER WEBSITES OR MATERIALS PUBLISHED BY THE COMPANY.
Project purpose: You agree that you are acquiring BDY to participate in Buddy DAO Protocol
and to obtain services on the ecosystem thereon. The Company, the Distributor and their
respective affiliates would develop and contribute to the underlying source code for Buddy
DAO Protocol. The Company is acting solely as an arms’ length third party in relation to the
BDY distribution, and not in the capacity as a financial advisor or fiduciary of any person with
regard to the distribution of BDY.
Nature of the Whitepaper: The Whitepaper and the Website are intended for general
informational purposes only and do not constitute a prospectus, an offer document, an offer of
securities, a solicitation for investment, or any offer to sell any product, item, or asset (whether
digital or otherwise). The information herein may not be exhaustive and does not imply any
element of a contractual relationship. There is no assurance as to the accuracy or completeness
of such information and no representation, warranty or undertaking is or purported to be
provided as to the accuracy or completeness of such information. Where the Whitepaper or the
Website includes information that has been obtained from third party sources, the Company,
the Distributor, their respective affiliates and/or the Buddy DAO team have not independently
verified the accuracy or completeness of such information. Further, you acknowledge that
circumstances may change and that the Whitepaper or the Website may become outdated as a
result; and neither the Company nor the Distributor is under any obligation to update or correct
this document in connection therewith.
Token Documentation: Nothing in the Whitepaper or the Website constitutes any offer by the
Company, the Distributor, or the Buddy DAO team to sell any BDY (as defined herein) nor shall
it or any part of it nor the fact of its presentation form the basis of, or be relied upon in
connection with, any contract or investment decision. Nothing contained in the Whitepaper or
the Website is or may be relied upon as a promise, representation or undertaking as to the
future performance of Buddy DAO Protocol. The agreement between the Distributor (or any

third party) and you, in relation to any distribution or transfer of BDY, is to be governed only by
the separate terms and conditions of such agreement.
The information set out in the Whitepaper and the Website is for community discussion only
and is not legally binding. No person is bound to enter into any contract or binding legal
commitment in
relation to the acquisition of BDY, and no digital asset or other form of payment is to be
accepted on the basis of the Whitepaper or the Website. The agreement for distribution of BDY
and/or continued holding of BDY shall be governed by a separate set of Terms and Conditions
or Token Distribution Agreement (as the case may be) setting out the terms of such distribution
and/or continued holding of BDY (the Terms and Conditions), which shall be separately
provided to you or made available on the Website. The Terms and Conditions must be read
together with the Whitepaper. In the event of any inconsistencies between the Terms and
Conditions and the Whitepaper or the Website, the Terms and Conditions shall prevail.
Deemed Representations and Warranties: By accessing the Whitepaper or the Website (or
any part thereof), you shall be deemed to represent and warrant to the Company, the
Distributor, their respective affiliates, and the Buddy DAO team as follows:







(a) in any decision to acquire any BDY, you have shall not rely on any statement set out
in the Whitepaper or the Website;
(b) you will and shall at your own expense ensure compliance with all laws, regulatory
requirements and restrictions applicable to you (as the case may be);
(c) you acknowledge, understand and agree that BDY may have no value, there is no
guarantee or representation of value or liquidity for BDY, and BDY is not an investment
product nor is it intended for any speculative investment whatsoever;
(d) none of the Company, the Distributor, their respective affiliates, and/or the Buddy
DAO team members shall be responsible for or liable for the value of BDY, the
transferability and/or liquidity of BDY and/or the availability of any market for BDY
through third parties or otherwise; and
(e) you acknowledge, understand and agree that you are not eligible to participate in
the distribution of BDY if you are a citizen, national, resident (tax or otherwise),
domiciliary and/or green card holder of a geographic area or country (i) where it is likely
that the distribution of BDY would be construed as the sale of a security (howsoever
named), financial service or investment product and/or (ii) where participation in token
distributions is prohibited by applicable law, decree, regulation, treaty, or administrative

act (including without limitation the United States of America, Canada, and the People's
Republic of China); and to this effect you agree to provide all such identity verification
document when requested in order for the relevant checks to be carried out.
The Company, the Distributor and the Buddy DAO team do not and do not purport to make,
and hereby disclaims, all representations, warranties or undertaking to any entity or person
(including without limitation warranties as to the accuracy, completeness, timeliness, or
reliability of the contents of the Whitepaper or the Website, or any other materials published
by the Company or the Distributor). To the maximum extent permitted by law, the Company,
the Distributor, their respective affiliates and service providers shall not be liable for any
indirect, special, incidental, consequential or other losses of any kind, in tort, contract or
otherwise (including, without limitation, any liability arising from default or negligence on the
part of any of them, or any loss of revenue, income or profits, and loss of use or data) arising
from the use of the Whitepaper or the Website, or any other materials published, or its
contents (including without limitation any errors or omissions) or otherwise arising in
connection with the same. Prospective acquirors of BDY should carefully
consider and evaluate all risks and uncertainties (including financial and legal risks and
uncertainties) associated with the distribution of BDY, the Company, the Distributor and the
Buddy DAO Finance team.
BDY Token: BDY are designed to be utilised, and that is the goal of the BDY distribution. In
fact, the project to develop Buddy DAO Protocol would fail if all BDY holders simply held onto
their BDY and did nothing with it. In particular, it is highlighted that BDY:





(a) does not have any tangible or physical manifestation, and does not have any
intrinsic value (nor does any person make any representation or give any commitment
as to its value);
(b) is non-refundable and cannot be exchanged for cash (or its equivalent value in any
other digital asset) or any payment obligation by the Company, the Distributor or any of
their respective affiliates;
(c) does not represent or confer on the token holder any right of any form with respect
to the Company, the Distributor (or any of their respective affiliates), or its revenues or
assets, including without limitation any right to receive future dividends, revenue,
shares, ownership right or stake, share or security, any voting, distribution, redemption,
liquidation, proprietary (including all forms of intellectual property or licence rights),
right to receive accounts, financial statements or other financial data, the right to
requisition or participate in shareholder meetings, the right to nominate a director, or
other financial or legal rights or equivalent rights, or intellectual property rights or any






other form of participation in or relating to Buddy DAO Protocol, the Company, the
Distributor and/or their service providers;
(d) is not intended to represent any rights under a contract for differences or under any
other contract the purpose or pretended purpose of which is to secure a profit or avoid a
loss;
(e) is not intended to be a representation of money (including electronic money),
security, commodity, bond, debt instrument, unit in a collective investment scheme or
any other kind of financial instrument or investment;
(f) is not a loan to the Company, the Distributor or any of their respective affiliates, is
not intended to represent a debt owed by the Company, the Distributor or any of their
respective affiliates, and there is no expectation of profit; and
(g) does not provide the token holder with any ownership or other interest in the
Company, the Distributor or any of their respective affiliates.

Notwithstanding the BDY distribution, users have no economic or legal right over or beneficial
interest in the assets of the Company, the Distributor, or any of their affiliates after the token
distribution.
To the extent a secondary market or exchange for trading BDY does develop, it would be run
and operated wholly independently of the Company, the Distributor, the distribution of BDY
and Buddy DAO Protocol. Neither the Company nor the Distributor will create such secondary
markets nor will either entity act as an exchange for BDY.
Informational purposes only: The information set out herein is only conceptual, and describes
the future development goals for Buddy DAO Protocol to be developed. In particular, the
project roadmap in the Whitepaper is being shared in order to outline some of the plans of the
Buddy DAO Finance team, and is provided solely for INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES and does
not constitute any binding commitment. Please do not rely on this information in deciding
whether to participate in the token distribution because ultimately, the development, release,
and timing of any products, features or functionality remains at the sole discretion of the
Company, the Distributor or their respective affiliates, and is subject to change. Further, the
Whitepaper or the Website may be amended or replaced from time to time. There are no
obligations to update the Whitepaper or the Website, or to provide recipients with access to
any information beyond what is provided herein.
Regulatory approval: No regulatory authority has examined or approved, whether formally or
informally, any of the information set out in the Whitepaper or the Website. No such action or
assurance has been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory requirements or rules of any

jurisdiction. The publication, distribution or dissemination of the Whitepaper or the Website
does not imply that the applicable laws, regulatory requirements or rules have been complied
with.
Cautionary Note on forward-looking statements: All statements contained herein,
statements made in press releases or in any place accessible by the public and oral statements
that may be made by the Company, the Distributor and/or the Buddy DAO Finance team, may
constitute forward-looking statements (including statements regarding the intent, belief or
current expectations with respect to market conditions, business strategy and plans, financial
condition, specific provisions and risk management practices). You are cautioned not to place
undue reliance on these forward-looking statements given that these statements involve
known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause the actual future
results to be materially different from that described by such forward-looking statements, and
no independent third party has reviewed the reasonableness of any such statements or
assumptions. These forward-looking statements are applicable only as of the date indicated in
the Whitepaper, and the Company, the Distributor as well as the Buddy DAO Finance team
expressly disclaim any responsibility (whether express or implied) to release any revisions to
these forward-looking statements to reflect events after such date.
References to companies and platforms: The use of any company and/or platform names or
trademarks herein (save for those which relate to the Company, the Distributor or their
respective affiliates) does not imply any affiliation with, or endorsement by, any third party.
References in the Whitepaper or the Website to specific companies and platforms are for
illustrative purposes only.
English language: The Whitepaper and the Website may be translated into a language other
than English for reference purpose only and in the event of conflict or ambiguity between the
English language version and translated versions of the Whitepaper or the Website, the
English language versions shall prevail. You acknowledge that you have read and understood
the English language version of the Whitepaper and the Website.
No Distribution: No part of the Whitepaper or the Website is to be copied, reproduced,
distributed or disseminated in any way without the prior written consent of the Company or the
Distributor. By attending any presentation on this Whitepaper or by accepting any hard or soft
copy of the Whitepaper, you agree to be bound by the foregoing limitations.
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Abstract:

A core limitation of current crypto lending protocols is that they require
overcollateralization with crypto, which prevents the vast majority of borrowers in the
world from participating. By incorporating the guarantors, the Buddy DAO protocol
creates a way for borrowers to show creditworthiness based on their relationship with
the guarantors. Guarantors know who the borrowers are and can leverage many
off-chain data to guarantee the loans.
By adding a guarantor for each borrower, the protocol dramatically expands both the
potential borrowers who can access crypto and the potential capital providers who can
gain exposure. Any borrower can get loans in seconds as long as he or she finds a
guarantor with crypto assets.

Introduction
The Buddy DAO Protocol is designed to enable guarantor based lending on Binance Smart
Chain. The Buddy DAO Protocol is inspired by Goldfinch, trufi, maple and teller. Borrowers need
money, but they might not have a credit history, yet they have something more powerful, a relational
history. Buddy DAO can leverage on. Buddy DAO gives everyone, including the unbanked, an
opportunity to take an immediate loan, but leveraging their personal relationships. Buddy DAO can

leverage borrowers' off-chain personal relationship with guarantors and enable them to have access
to credit from lenders all over the world.

Problems
Current Problems with DeFi Finance
DeFi has been growing exponentially in recent years. TVL has grown from $5Bill TVL in
8/2020 to $200Bill TVL todate. We see this trend will continue but there are many issues. One
main issue is that most defi loans need to be over collateralized. That means, if a borrower
wants to borrow $1, he or she needs to put down more than $1 worth of digital assets such as
Bitcoin as collateral. This is like the old days of a pawn shop.

If we think about it, our existing bank and financial system does not work that way. Those
creditworthy individuals get credit from banks without putting down any collateral. We believe
the same thing will happen in the defi world one day.

Solution - Uncollateralized loan with a crypto buddy.
The solution for over-collateralized loans is to offer uncollateralized loans. Relationship based
underwriting is nothing new in the TradFi world. Buddy DAO is porting what’s working on
TradFi to DeFi. This will allow everyone to participate and get loans in seconds. The main issue

is that there is not enough on chain data such as credit scores for lenders to decide the default
rate for a given borrower. We, Buddy DAO, propose a solution by having a borrower to bring
along a guarantor. This guarantor knows the borrower and he certainly has a lot of off-chain
data about the borrower and should be able to predict the borrower's creditworthiness. As the
protocol does more and more loans, we can have on-chain data to analyze each borrower and
the role of guarantor will become less significant.

Protocol Architecture
There are three types of users who can interact with the Buddy DAO Protocol: borrowers,
lenders, and guarantors.

●

There are 3 types of users –
○ Borrower: ask guarantor to join BuddyDAO and apply for a line of credit in
stable coin.
○ Lender: Deposits stablecoins into the buddy DAO protocol and gets BNote
tokens in return. BNote token can be redeemed as stablecoin at loan maturity or
Lender can sell the BNote token in DEX to get stablecoins back.
○ Guarantors: Deposits crypto assets such as Bitcoin and get a credit line back.
This credit line can be extended to the borrower to draw funds (stablecoin)

Implementation & Architecture
The Buddy DAO Smart Contract
Building Blocks
The Buddy DAO contract: work with the BSC smart chain and Chainlink chain, to fulfill
borrow/lend functionalities
● HTML Pages: including html pages, css, images which will be shown on the user’s
browser, support the user to do the process
● Javascript code : code which runs on the user’s browser and get the input from HTML
pages, and call wallet plugin to work with the Buddy DAO contract
Other building block we will use but not implemented by us:
● Price contract: runs on the Chainlink chain to provide the updated price for the coin
● BSC Dataseed service: in the ethernet, it is infura, and for BSC, it is dataseed service
provided by Biance.
●

Alpha Version Implementation
In the alpha version, the Buddy DAO protocol will support 4 crypto assets: BCTB, BNB as
collateral and BUSD, USDT, as stablecoins. Users can deposit BUSD and USDT as collateral to
generate bNote tokens. Users can use their Metamask wallet to interact with the Buddy DAO
Protocol for alpha.
Here is an example:

Borrower Bob wants to get a stable coin loan to fund his small business. He does not have any
crypto assets, however, he has a friend who bought bitcoin since 2014. His name is Gary. Gary
is crypto rich but cash poor. Borrower Bob goes to Gary to invite him to be his guarantor. Gary
deposits 1 Bitcoin into the Buddy DAO protocol. In return, Guarantor Gary got a line of credit of
0.5 Bitcoin worth of stablecoin. Since Guarantor Gary knows Borrower Bob well, he extends
his line of credit to Bob and limits it to 0.1 Bitcoin. At any given time, Borrower Bob can borrow
upto 0.1 Bitcoin with a stable coin with no collateral required. All Borrower Bod needs to do is
to pay weekly interest in stablecoin to Buddy DAO and Buddy DAO will distribute interest
payment to guarantor Gary and Lender Alice.
Like most defi lending protocols, there is a margin ratio where liquidation may happen. Lender
Alice will deposit stablecoin and get interest payment in stablecoin. She can potentially lose
money if crypto assets drop too fast and the protocol does not sell the crypto asset fast
enough. Assuming collateralization is 200% and margin ratio is 120%. That means for each $1
credit Guarantor Gary received, he has to put in $2 worth of Bitcoin. If bitcoin value drops from
$2 to $1.2, liquidation happens. If buddy DAO does not sell fast enough and all the sudden,
bitcoin value drops to below $1. The protocol will not have enough stablecoin to return to
Lender Alice. In that case, Lender Alice can lose money.

Borrower Bob pays r% interest.
Lender Alice gets i% interest.
Guarantor Gray gets (1-i%) interest.

Risk for Guarantor
Like all loans, there will be default. For uncollateralized consumer loans, default rate can be as
high as 20%. To ensure guarantors return, the interest rate he is charging has to be higher than
the default rate. Also, his effective return will need to include the default rate as consideration:

𝑏

∑ 𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝐼𝑅𝑅 α = 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 β − 𝐷𝑒𝑓𝑎𝑢𝑙𝑡 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 θ
𝑎

For all loans from a to b which a given guarantor
guarantees.
Therefore, in order for the guarantor to have a positive return:

β ≥ θ
Governance
Buddy DAO Protocol is empowered by BDY Token, a governance token to guarantee and
incentivize the improvement of the protocol over time.
On-chain governance is designed to bootstrap the long term sustainability and prosperity of
the Buddy DAO Protocol, driven by the buddy DAO governance token BDY. At genesis, 10,000
BDY tokens will be minted to economically incentivize community participation. They shall be
distributed with different airdrops.
The BDY tokens fuels the Buddy DAO governance mechanism and can be staked in on-chain
voting for improvement proposals. Governance features include:




● Adding new crypto assets or stablecoins to the protocol
● Adjusting variable interest rates for all markets
● Adding a new market for different maturity




● Voting on protocol improvements/proposals
● Delegate protocol reserve distribution schedules

In Alpha, a certain amount of BDY tokens will be allocated to all borrowers, lenders, and
guarantors as rewards to boost initial liquidity. The amount will be adjusted according to the
market condition. If there are more borrowers than lenders, more reward shall be given to
lenders. If there are more lenders than borrowers, more reward shall be given to the
borrowers. The BDY rewards will be accumulated over the day and can be claimed at the end
of the day. It is the foundation goal to make Buddy DAO fully decentralized and autonomous.
Like the Bitcoin, the TCP/IP, and the DNS protocol, the Buddy DAO protocol upgrade decisions
shall be made by the community and it shall be fully decentralized.

Conclusion
The Buddy DAO Protocol is designed to be the first guarantor based DeFi lending protocol. It
enables all borrowers to get loans in seconds. Unlike compound or aave or most of the defi
lending protocol, borrowers do not need to deposit collateral to borrow. The alpha version will
first run the Binance Smart Chain for low gas fee and fast confirmation time. This enables the
creation of a scalable lending market completely governed by the community through its
governance token BDY.
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Definitions
1. Binance Smart Chain – is a network layer block chain that has smart contract
functionality, runs parallel to Binance Chain, and has compatibility with the Ethereum
Virtual Machine (EVM). It is an independent blockchain that could run even if Binance
Chain went offline.
a. https://academy.binance.com/en
2. Protocols – in crypto are basic set of rules that allow data to be shared between
computers. For cryptocurrencies, they establish the structure of the blockchain – the
distributed database that allows digital money to be securely exchanged on the
internet. They also define the rules which dictate when a new block on the blockchain is
created.
a. https://www.coinbase.com/learn/crypto-basics/what-is-a-protocol
3. Ethereum – Ethereum is a decentralized, open-source blockchain with smart contract
functionality. Ether (ETH) is the native cryptocurrency of the platform. After Bitcoin, it is
the second-largest cryptocurrency by market capitalization.[1] Ethereum is the most
actively used blockchain.
a. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ethereum
4. Stablecoins – Stablecoins are cryptocurrencies that attempt to peg their market value to
some external reference. Stablecoins may be pegged to a currency like the U.S. dollar or
to a commodity's price such as gold.
a. https://www.investopedia.com/terms/s/stablecoin.asp
5. APY - stands for annual percentage yield. It takes into account the interest rate and
compounding period to give you a single number that represents how much you will
earn from that investment in one year.
a. https://www.depositaccounts.com/blog/understanding-interest-rate-and-apy.ht
ml
6. DeFi - Decentralized finance is a blockchain-based form of finance that does not rely on
central financial intermediaries such as brokerages, exchanges, or banks to offer
traditional financial instruments, and instead utilizes smart contracts on blockchains, the
most common being Ethereum.
a. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Decentralized_finance
7. Liquidity Pools – are crypto assets that are kept together to facilitate the trading of
trading pairs (borrowing to lending, vice versa) on decentralized exchanges. The
liquidity pool are pools of tokens locked in smart contracts that provide liquidity in
decentralized exchanges in an attempt to attenuate the problems caused by the
illiquidity typical of such systems. Liquidity pools are also the name given to the
intersection of orders which create price levels that once reached – see the asset decide
whether to continue to move in upward or downward.
a. https://coinmarketcap.com/alexandria/glossary/liquidity-pool

8. CeFi - In centralized finance (CeFi), all crypto trade orders are handled through a central
exchange. Funds are managed by specifically running the central exchange. It means
you don't own a private key that provides you access to your wallet and also, you are
subject to the rules set by the centralized exchange.
a. https://www.leewayhertz.com/defi-vs-cefi/
9. KYC – The Know Your Client or Know Your Customer is a standard in the investment
industry that ensures investment advisors know detailed information about their clients'
risk tolerance, investment knowledge, and financial position. KYC protects both clients
and investment advisors.
a. https://www.investopedia.com/terms/k/knowyourclient.asp
10. Smart Contract – A smart contract is a computer program or a transaction protocol
which is intended to automatically execute, control or document legally relevant events
and actions according to the terms of a contract or an agreement.
a. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Smart_contract
11. Dai – Dai is a stablecoin cryptocurrency which aims to keep its value as close to one
United States dollar as possible through an automated system of smart contracts on
the Ethereum blockchain. It was created by MakerDAO.
a. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dai_(cryptocurrency)
12. USDC – USDC represents fiat, or government money, on the blockchain. It is
redeemable on a 1:1 basis for U.S. dollars, issued by regulated financial institutions and
backed by fully reserved assets which are audited by accounting firm Grant Thornton
LLP every month.
a. https://www.coindesk.com/price/usd-coin
13. ETH – stands for Ether, Ether is the solution to the issue of payment—a digital
asset-bearer like a bond or other security. You can call it the cryptocurrency of the
Ethereum network. Just like cash, it doesn't require a third party to process or approve
transactions.
a. https://www.investopedia.com/tech/what-ether-it-same-ethereum/
14. BUSD – is a stablecoin provided by Binance developed in partnership between Binance
and Paxos. It is backed 1:1 by US Dollars.
a. https://www.paxos.com/busd/

